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Wild Predators Wild Kratts Step Into Reading
"Go hunting with the world's most amazing predators, such as sharks, lions, and crocodiles"-A collection of five previously released Wild Kratts animal adventures.-Learn how two brothers, Chris and Martin Kratt, became televsions favorite wildlife explorers! Meet Chris and Martin Kratt, two brothers who
turned a love of animals into an amazing career! They have produced, written, directed, and starred in several PBS series and specials over
the years. Most recently, they have become known for PBS's smash hit animated show Wild Kratts. Along the way, they traveled the world
and encountered incredible creatures, all while combining science education with fun. Boys and girls ages 4 to 7 will this Step into Reading
biography of two brothers who know how to live life on the wild side. Step 2 Readers use basic vocabulary and short sentences to tell simple
stories. For children who recognize familiar words and can sound out new words with help.
Traditional Chinese edition of The Wild Robot Escapes

Wild Predators (Wild Kratts)Random House Books for Young Readers
A collection of five previously released Wild Kratts animal adventures.
The Wild Kratts roar in this Step into Reading story about lions! The Wild Kratts have a rumble with the king of the jungle when
they try to take care of three lion cubs on the African savannah. Will the brothers' Creature Power be enough to keep the playful
cubs out of trouble? Boys and girls 4 to 6 will love learning about lions in this Wild Kratts leveled reader featuring removable
creature cards! Step 2 readers use basic vocabulary and short sentences to tell simple stories for beginning readers who
recognize familiar words and can sound out new words with help.
The Wild Kratts take off to investigate how different animals survive in the cold.
This holiday trio contains three holiday stories featuring beloved characters from the Sweetwater Canyon series. Thanks for Love – A
Thanksgiving Novella Is faith and forgiveness enough to make a family of four survive and thrive? After Sarah’s horrific ordeal with Amanda,
all she wanted was to be in Tom’s arms forever. But now she’s not sure she is the best person to bring this family together. When it looks
like the wedding is off, Connor and Grady put together a plan to get the family they’ve always wanted. A Thanksgiving Day wedding, with all
of Broken Bow in attendance is in jeopardy. Can the boys get the bride to show up? Christmas Courage – A Christmas Novelette A week
before Christmas, Kat’s father turns up on their doorstep and wants to be a part of her life. As far as Theresa is concerned, when Doug
walked out fifteen years ago, leaving her with a two-year-old child and a mountain of debt, he forfeited all claims to Kat’s life. He does not get
to waltz in like Santa Claus and re-claim her. Kat needs more than courage to navigate this Christmas season. She needs a miracle. The
Hogmanay Stranger – A New Year’s Novelette The Sweetwater Canyon musicians celebrate Hogmanay in Scotland with Rachel’s father,
Gavin Cullen. Since his wife’s death eight years ago, Gavin has never been the same. Running the bed and breakfast inn is what has kept
him going. When a young, homeless stranger is given a room in the inn on New Year’s Eve, he’s met with great caution. Clearing the
cobwebs of the past in order to begin anew is a tradition at Hogmanay, but can the Cullen family let go?
"The Kratt Brothers ... explore the ice and snow to see how animals survive cold climates!"--Back cover.
The Kratt Brothers use their creature powers to swim with sharks, whales, and other wild sea creatures, in a book that identifies the
characteristics of sperm whales, tiger sharks, blowfish, and dolphins.
Boys and girls can learn all about birds, bats, and other amazing creatures that fly.
Students with severe disabilities comprise 2 percent of the population of learners who are impacted by intellectual, communicative, social,
emotional, physical, sensory and medical issues. Increasingly, however, teachers are required to meet the challenges of creating a
pedagogical balance between an individual student's strengths, needs and preferences, and core academic curricula. The need to embrace
the current initiative of curriculum state standards in the debate of curricula relevance, breadth, balance and depth for students with severe
disabilities is not just timely—it contributes to the evolving debate of what constitutes an appropriate curriculum for severely disabled learners.
Curricula for Students with Severe Disabilities supports the development of greater understandings of the role that state curriculum standards
play in the pedagogical decision-making for students with severe intellectual disabilities. The book first discusses the nature and needs of
these students, the curriculum for this group of learners and the recent contributions of state curriculum standards, before presenting
narratives of real classrooms, teachers and students who have meaningfully integrated state curriculum standards at the kindergarten,
elementary and high school levels.
The Wild Kratts, from the successful PBS animated show, go in search of lions, tigers, and felines of all sizes in this Step 2 leveled reader
that combines science education with fun. Includes stickers. Full color. Consumable.
The Kratt brothers activate their creature powers to introduce readers to animals who can fly, including dragonflies, raptors, and bats.
"[Readers] ages four to six can learn all about the wild cousins of man's best friend--from robust canines like wolves to sneaky foxes and
more."--

The Kratt brothers activate their creature powers to introduce readers to different types of animal babies and discover
how they survive in the wild.
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